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PART 1



Still the Right Objective



Hence the gap in per capita GDP 
remains unchanged since the 1970s
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Lisbon Objective



Still the Right Strategy



Lisbon addresses the 3 shortcomings 
of the Single Market Programme

• Problem of implementation 
Completion of the Single Market

• Problem of complementary policies 
Modernisation of labour & social policies

• Problem of design 
Promotion of innovation and knowledge



Still the Wrong Method?



The Sapir report:
July 2003

• Lisbon

– High ambitions, weak instruments
– Give up objectives or adapt instruments

• Keys to change

– Act both at EU and national levels
– One instrument per objective
– EU as a facilitator (less sticks, more carrots)
– Use EU budget as leverage



Last Exit to Lisbon:
March 2006

• Kok proposed a 3-legs governance:
– Strengthen incentives through the publication of league tables
– Support implementation through the EU budget
– Bolster ownership through national reform programmes

• European council (2005) retained only one:
– No name and shame
– No budgetary support, but
– National reform programmes

• Can Lisbon walk on just one leg?



Main findings
1. Is there better ownership?

– Uneven and insufficient ownership, especially in larger 
countries

2. What is the value added of the evaluation?
– Lots of good advice, but lack of consistent methodology 

• No distinction between what should be done for one’s own good and 
what should be done in the name of common goals

• EU guidelines are of limited value
• Not clear enough how priorities are defined

=> Insufficient effectiveness to overcome the 
reliance on just one leg



Main recommendations

• Need to strengthen the rationale
– Less guidelines, more focus on areas of common priority

• Reinforce the instruments and the process
– More transparent benchmarking
– EU budgetary support
– Commission should clarify its methodology and make it 

explicit. It should resume the publication of performance 
assessment tables

– Governments should make better use of NRPs



PART 2



Assignment of Economic Policies 



The pros & cons of a  
coordinated strategy

• PROS:

– Dealing with all markets 
– Micro/macro coordination

• CONS:

– Confusion of responsibilities
– Risk of free-riding



Two models of economic governance

• Centralised: Political union 

• Decentralised, with coordination when needed 
(spillovers)

– Negative coordination
– Positive coordination



Negative coordination
• Single Market

– Services => why is it so hard?
– Even other areas are problematic

• Competition policy
– State aid control
– Anti-trust

• SGP: hard budget constraint?



Positive coordination
• Soft: bench-marking

– OMC 
– Flexicurity

• Harder: EU as facilitator
– Some R&D initiatives
– Some higher education initiatives

• Even harder: Harmonisation
– Social policies
– Taxation 



The dilemma of coordination 

• Bigger countries create more spillovers…

• …but are less willing to coordinate!



Solving the dilemma: Two options 

• Corner solutions (fully centralised or 
decentralised), depending on policies

• An ‘authority’ in charge of coordination

– What role for the authority?
– Who plays what role?

• Council/Euro Group/Directoire of large countries
• Commission
• Network 



What next?

• More focus on common problems

• More use of common instruments

• More cooperation between EU and MS

• Less detailed guidelines drafted in Brussels


